Cell Towers

- We do not have enough information about the level of health risk we are being put at when cell towers live in our neighbourhoods.
- When multiple cell tower are put up in the same area (there are now 6 in my neighbourhood) what are the compound impacts?
- Are we placing more value on the dollar figure right now or the financial risk the health care system is going to have in 5-10 years...when the affects start showing up and we see increased diseases.
- Faster internet is an addiction that we have- faster is not needed if it means decrease quality of life – prove to me that cell towers don’t decrease life quality- people suffer from many illnesses as a result of living in close proximity of these.
- If it were really ok- why do companies build just under the regulations and at night in secret so the people who live in the areas are in the dark about them until it is too late? If they have nothing to hid- then why are they sneaking around?

I do not want to impede on people’s rights to do business....I just want them to stop taking my right to healthy life and a healthy community away.

I choose the food I feed family wisely- I buy local or organic when I can. I maintain a healthy diet. I don’t smoke I don’t do drugs. I use natural cleaning products and I do what I can to ensure my family stays safe. We need to have some control over external factors. We want to right to fight back and that is what we are asking for. The right to be informed. The right to be heard and the right to a safe community. These are not big requests. These are in our charter of rights and it is the job and obligation of the government to be the larger voice for all Canadians to protect our rights. The rights of the people-the citizens that have elected you to be our spokesperson. It is NOT your right to be in office and it is not YOUR job to put the benefit to business above the rights and safety of people.